We seek suitable exchange conditions for saturated fluid flow in a porous medium, where the interface of interest is a fractal microstructure embedded in the porous matrix. Two different deterministic models are introduced and rigorously analyzed. Also, numerical experiments for each of them are presented to verify the theoretically predicted behavior of the phenomenon and some probabilistic versions are explored numerically to gain further insight.
Introduction
An important topic of interest, in modeling of saturated flow through porous media, is the analysis of the phenomenon when there is a microstructure present in the rock matrix. Some of the achievements in the preexisting literature address the case when the microstructure is periodic; see [1, 2, 3] for the analytical approach and [4, 5] for the numerical point of view. From a different perspective, in [6] is presented the homogenization analysis for a non-periodic fissured system where the geometry of the cracks' surface satisfies C 1 -smoothness hypotheses. However, none of these mathematical analysis accomplishments, takes in consideration a fractal geometric structure of porous media, which is an important case due to the remarkable evidence of this fact; in particular in [7] the authors found that pore space and pore interface have fractal features. Also, see [8] for pore structure characterization, including random growth models. See [9] for fractal geometry results in tracing experiments within a porous medium including dispersion, fingering and percolation. Finally, [10] discusses the use of fractal surfaces in modeling the storage phenomenon in gas reservoirs. This paper concentrates on finding adequate fluid transmission conditions for flow in porous media with fractal interface, as well as the well-posedness of the corresponding weak variational formulations. Our goal is to "blend" the modeling of porous media flow with the fractal roughness of the microstructure. We differ from the previously mentioned achievements since we replace the geometric feature of periodicity by that of self-similarity and explore, numerically, the effect of some randomness in the fractal geometry. On the other hand, the present study has a very different approach to the analysis on fractals from the preexisting literature, given that the mainstream PDE analysis on fractals concentrates its efforts in solving strong forms on the fractal domain [11] , the analysis of the associated eigenvalues and eigenfunctions [12] , or the study of the adequate function spaces [13] .
In order to start understanding the key features of the phenomenon, we limit the study to the 1-D setting, defining the domain of analysis as Ω def = (0, 1). Additionally, we will use and adjustment of the classic stationary diffusion problem (1) below, in order to introduce the fluid exchange transmission conditions across the fractal interface
in Ω , p(0) = 0 , ∂p(1) = 0 .
Here p stands for the pressure, K∂p indicates the flux according to Darcy's law and K denotes de permeability, which will be set as K = 1 throughout this work. In addition, we set Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions on the extremes of the interval. We use classical notation and results on function spaces L 2 (Ω), H 1 (Ω) and indicate with standard letters p, q, r, u, v the functions on these spaces. We adopt the letters B, b to denote the microstructure and its elements respectively, in particular, the following classical Hilbert space will be frequently used
endowed with its natural inner product g, h 2 (B)
In the next section, we introduce the geometry of the fractal interface, together with the adequate mathematical setting in order to include it successfully in the PDE model.
Geometric Setting
Throughout this work we limit to a particular type of fractal microstructure, first we need to introduce a previous definition and a related result (see [14] ) Definition 1 (Iterated Function Systems). Let D ⊆ R N be a closed set (i) A function S : D → D is said to be a contraction if there exists a constant c ∈ [0, 1) such that S(x) − S(y) ≤ c x − y for all x, y ∈ D. Additionally, we say that S is a similarity if S(x) − S(y) = c x − y for all x, y ∈ D and c is said to be its ratio.
(ii) A finite family of contractions, {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S L } on D with L ≥ 2 is said to be an iterated function system or IFS.
(iii) A non-empty compact subset F ⊆ D is said to be an attractor of the IFS
In particular, if every contraction of the IFS is a similarity then, the attractor F is said to be a strictly self-similar set. Proof. See Theorem 9.1 [14] . Remark 1. In this work, the attractor F of an IFS will prove to be important in an indirect way: not for the definition of a microstructure, but for analyzing the nature of the attained conclusions.
It is a well-known fact that under certain conditions (see [14] , Lemma 9.2) a strictly self-similar set F has both, Hausdorff and Box dimensions which are equal (see [14] , Theorem 9.3), namely d. Moreover, if c i is the ratio of the similarity S i , then
From now on, we limit our attention to fractal structures satisfying strict self-similarity. Finally, we introduce the type of microstructure to be studied in throughout this work.
Definition 2 (Fractal Microstructure). We say that a set B ⊆ [0, 1] is a fractal microstructure if it is countable and there exists a sequence of finite subsets {B n : n ≥ 0}, together with an iterated function system of similarities {S i : 1 ≤ i ≤ L} on [0, 1], satisfying the following conditions (i) The set B 0 is finite and B n is recursively defined by
(ii) The sequence of sets is monotonically increasing and
In the following, we refer to {B n : n ≥ 0} as a σ-finite development of B.
Remark 2. Let B ⊆ [0, 1] be a fractal microstructure and let {S i : 1 ≤ i ≤ L} be its corresponding system of similarities, notice the following (i) There may exist more than one σ-finite development of B.
(ii) Given a σ-finite development {B n : n ≥ 0} then, for each n ∈ N, the following relationships of cardinality must hold
(iii) The fractal microstructure B is necessarily contained in the unique fractal attractor F of the IFS of similarities {S i : 1 ≤ i ≤ L}.
Unscaled Storage Model for the Interface Microstructure
Let B be a microstructure set, let {B n : n ≥ 0} be a σ-finite development and consider the following sequence of strong interface problems
With the interface conditions
And the boundary conditions
Here, 0 = b 0 < b 1 < b 2 < . . . < b Kn = 1 is a monotone ordering of B n i.e., K n = card(B n ). The forcing term F belongs to L 2 (0, 1), β > 0 is a storage fluid exchange coefficient, and f is a source on the interface. In order to attain the variational formulation of the problems above we define the following function space Definition 3. Define the space
endowed with the inner product ·,
and the norm u V def = u, u V .
The variational formulation of the Problem (8) above is given by
Theorem 2. The Problem (11) is well-posed. Moreover if f ∈ 2 (B) the sequence of solutions {p n : n ∈ N} is bounded in V and for each n ∈ N it holds that
Proof. Clearly, the bilinear form (q, r) → 
is linear and continuous. Consequently, the well-posedness of Problem (11) follows from the Lax-Milgram Theorem (see [15] ). For the boundedness of {p n : n ∈ N}, we test (11) with p n and get
The second and third lines were obtained applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality in L
and R 2 respectively. Also, K (0,1) is the Poincaré constant associated to the domain (0, 1); in this particular [15] ). Hence,
Hence, the Estimate (12) follows.
In the theorem above, particularly due to the a-priori Estimate (12), we observe that the sequence of solutions {p n : n ∈ N} ⊆ V contains extra information, which is given by the boundedness of the term
. Implicitly, this fact gives the subspace of convergence. 
Endowed with the inner product ·, · :
and the norm u
Remark 3. (i) In the following we refer to the trace operator γ B : V B → R B , u → u| B as the fractal trace operator on B, which is well-defined for functions u ∈ V .
(ii) The space V B is the subspace of functions u ∈ V whose trace on the microstructure set, u| B , belongs to 2 (B).
(iii) The space V B is a Hilbert space due to the completeness of V with the norm · V and the completeness of 2 (B) with the norm
Theorem 3. Let {p n : n ∈ N} ⊆ V be the sequence of solutions to the family of Problems (11) . Then, if it converges weakly in V to an element ξ ∈ V , the sequence of functionals Λ n :
converges weakly to ξ| B in (  2 (B) ) . In particular, ξ ∈ V B and
Proof. Clearly Λ n ∈ 2 (B) for all n ∈ N and due to the Riesz Representation theorem, we have that
where the last inequality holds due to the Estimate (12). Consequently, there must exist a subsequence
In particular, for any b 0 ∈ B, let K ∈ N be such that b 0 ∈ B n k for all k > K then, recalling that 1 {b0} ∈ 2 (B), the expression above yields
On the other hand, since p n w ξ this implies that
consequently ξ| B = η and ξ ∈ V B . Moreover, since the above holds for any convergent subsequence of {Λ n : n ∈ N} ⊆ ( 2 (B)) it follows that the whole sequence is weakly convergent i.e., Λ n w ξ| B , weakly in ( 2 (B)) .
From here, the convergence statement (17) follows trivially.
Remark 4.
It is important to observe that the weak convergence of the functionals Λ n in ( 2 (B)) hypothesis is a stronger condition than the Statement (17), since it can not be claimed that the fractal trace operator γ B : V B → 2 (B), q → q| B is surjective. Moreover, it will be shown that in most of the interesting cases this operator is not surjective.
The Limit Problem
Consider the variational problem with microstructure interface
Where, F ∈ L 2 (0, 1) and f ∈ 2 (B). We claim that the solution p of the problem above is the weak limit (18) is the "limit" of Problems (11).
Proof. Consider the bilinear form
Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality in each summand of the expression above, we conclude the continuity of the bilinear form. On the other hand, it is direct to see that min{1, β} q
≤ |a(q, q)|, which implies that the bilinear form is V B -elliptic. Applying the Lax-Milgram Theorem, the result follows, see [15] . Now we are ready to prove the weak convergence of the whole sequence of solutions of Problems (11) to the solution p of Problem (18).
Theorem 5. Let {p n : n ∈ N} ⊆ V be the sequence of solutions of Problems (11), then, it converges weakly in V to the unique solution p of Problem (18).
Proof. Since {p n : n ∈ N} is bounded in V there must exist a weakly convergent subsequence {p n k : k ∈ N} and a limit ξ ∈ V . Test (11) with q ∈ V B ⊆ V arbitrary, this gives
Letting k → ∞ in the expression above and, in view of Theorem 3, we get
Additionally, Theorem 3 implies that ξ ∈ V B . Therefore ξ is a solution to Problem (18), which is unique due to Theorem 4; therefore we conclude that ξ = p. Since the above holds for any weakly convergent subsequence of {p n : n ∈ N} it follows that the whole sequence must converge weakly to p.
Lemma 6. Let {p n : n ∈ N} ⊆ V be the sequence of solutions of Problems (11) then
Where γ B (q) def = q 1 B is the fractal trace operator on V .
Proof. We know that p n w p weakly in V and p n 1 Bn w p1 B weakly in 2 (B) from Theorems 5 and 3 respectively, therefore
On the other hand, testing (18) on the diagonal p n , we get
Letting n → ∞ in the expression above we get
Hence
From here, a simple exercise of real sequences shows that both sequences { 
n (b), the equality above could not be possible. Then, it holds that
.
Finally, the convergence of norms together with the weak convergence on the underlying spaces, imply the strong convergence (20) of both sequences.
The Space V B
We start this section proving a lemma which is central in the understanding of the space V B .
Lemma 7. Let B be a microstructure in [0, 1] and let q ∈ H 1 (0, 1) be such that q| B ∈ p (B) with 1 ≤ p < ∞. Then, if b 0 ∈ B is an accumulation point of B, it must hold that q(b 0 ) = 0.
Proof. Let q satisfy the hypotheses and let b 0 ∈ B be an accumulation point of B such that |q(b 0 )| > 0.
Since q ∈ H 1 (0, 1), it is absolutely continuous and there exists > 0 such that |q(
However, the set {b ∈ B : |b − b 0 | < } contains infinitely many points because b 0 is an accumulation point of B, therefore q| B does not belong to p (B) which is absurd.
Proof. Due to Lemma 7 if q ∈ V B it must hold that q(b) = 0 for every b accumulation point of B. Since B is dense in (0, 1) every point of B is an accumulation point of B, therefore q(b) = 0 for all b ∈ B. On the other hand, q is absolutely continuous because it belongs to H 1 (0, 1) and due to the density of B in [0, 1] it follows that q = 0.
The Lemma 7 states that the accumulation points of the microstructure contained in B define an important property of V B . In addition, the next property follows trivially Corollary 9. Let B ⊆ [0, 1] be a dense microstructure then, the Problem (18) becomes trivial and the sequence {p n : n ∈ N} satisfies
The facts presented in Lemma 7 and As an alternative, it is possible to strengthen the conditions on the interface forcing term f , seeking to weaken the summability properties of the limit function fractal trace γ B (p) = p1 B . However, this approach yields estimates equivalent to Inequality (12) in Theorem 2 and consequently p ∈ V B . Therefore, this is not a suitable choice either.
The Fractal Scaling Model
The unsatisfactory conclusions shown in the previous section are, essentially, due to a physical fact assumed in the model: that the storage fluid exchange coefficient β is constant all over the microstructure B. Consequently, the storage effect across the microstructure adds up to infinity. Hence, the modeling of β has to avoid this hypothesis. On one hand, we need to assure that the form Λ :
is bilinear and continuous. On the other hand, Lemma 7 states the need to avoid global estimates for {p n (b)1 Bn (b) : b ∈ B} ⊆ t (B) for any t > 1. Therefore, if {β(b) : b ∈ B} ∈ 1 (B) and recalling that β(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ (0, 1), the bilinear form satisfies
In order to attain this condition, it is natural to assume that the storage coefficient β, scales consistently with the properties of the fractal microstructure. This motivates the following definition
Proposition 10. Let β : B → (0, ∞) be a storage coefficient consistently scaled with B then β ∈ 1 (B).
Proof. Since {B n : n ≥ 0} is the σ-finite development of B with B 0 = ∅, the cardinality Identity (7) implies
, as stated in Definition 5, the expression above is convergent and the result follows.
Remark 5. It is immediate to see some variations of Definition 5 based on the geometric series properties, for instance if {α n : n ∈ N} ⊆ (0, ∞) is a sequence such that lim sup
The storage coefficient defined above will also satisfy that β ∈ 1 (B) and permit the desired Estimate (24).
A more sophisticated variation includes probabilistic uncertainty for the values {α n : n ∈ N}, whether on its decay rate or the distributed values of tolerance centered at the self-similarity parameter L. A very basic probabilistic version of the latter will be numerically illustrated in Section 4.
The Limit Problem
In the following it will be assumed that F ∈ L 2 (0, 1). For simplicity of notation we understand that both, the storage coefficient and the interface forcing term are defined on the whole domain [0, 1], with β (0,1)−B = f (0,1)−B = 0. It is also assumed that the storage coefficient β B scales consistently with the fractal microstructure B and that the forcing term is summable f ∈ 1 (B).
Theorem 11. The following problems are well-posed.
p ∈ V :
Proof. Consider the bilinear forms On the other hand, since the coefficient β is non-negative the bilinear forms (28) are both coercive on V . Applying the Lax-Milgram Theorem the result follows.
Theorem 12. Let {p n : n ∈ N} be the sequence of solutions of Problems (26) and let p be the solution to Problem (27). Then (i) {p n : n ∈ N} converges weakly to p in V .
(ii) The following convergence statements hold
(iii) {p n : n ∈ N} converges strongly to p in V .
Proof. (i)
The result follows using the techniques presented in Theorem 2 yield the boundedness of the sequence {p n : n ∈ N} and using the reasoning of Theorem 5 the weak convergence follows.
(ii) Due to the weak convergence of the solutions and the fact that the evaluation is a continuous linear functional, it follows that p n (b) → p(b) and p
, which we know to exist since β ∈ 1 (B). Then, for any n > k it holds that
Since k ∈ N is fixed choose N ∈ N such that n ≥ N implies
Hence, combining with the previous estimate, the convergence Statement (29a) follows. For the Statement (29b) it is enough to combine the strong convergence of the forcing terms
with the weak convergence of the solutions p n w p. This completes the second part.
(iii) Again, the result follows combining the convergence Statements (29a) and (29b) , with the techniques presented in Lemma 6 used to attain the strong convergence of the solutions.
Next, we present the closest version of a strong form of Problem (27).
Theorem 13. Let B ⊆ [0, 1] be a microstructure and let B be its set of limit points. Then, Problem (27) is a weak formulation of the following strong problem.
Together with the interface fluid transmission conditions for isolated points of B
And the non-localizable fluid transmission conditions for limit points of B
Proof. The boundary condition (30b) holds because p ∈ V . Let x ∈ (0, 1) − B , then, there exists
Since the above holds for each smooth function on (x − δ, x), we conclude that
Next, in the expression above, we break the interval conveniently in order to use integration by parts
From the initial part of the proof, the first summand of the left hand side cancels with the first two summands of the right hand side. Evaluating the boundary terms and recalling that ϕ(x − δ) = ϕ(x + δ) = 0 this gives
Consequently, the normal flux balance condition in (30c) follows for points x ∈ B − B . The normal stress balance condition in (30c) follows from the continuity of p across the interface which holds for any function in V ⊆ H 1 (0, 1). The normal stress balance in Statement (30d) holds due to the continuity of p at any point of x ∈ (0, 1). Now, fix x ∈ B and test the Problem (27) with q n (t) def = q n(t − x) , where q(t) def = (t + 1)1 (−1,0) (t) + (1 − t)1(0, 1)(t); this gives
Taking limits in the expression above and recalling the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem the result follows.
Notice that, by definition of distributions, the following equality holds in the sense of distribution for the solution of Problem (27)
is the Dirac evaluation functional. It is easy to observe that if x is a limit point of B, both series in the expression above will pick up infinitely many non-null terms for test functions such that supp(ϕ) ∩ B = ∅. Therefore, the techniques used in Theorem 13 to derive point-wise statements from weak variational ones, do not apply. Again, this fact is unfortunate because, as pointed out at the end of Section 2, several important fractal microstructures are dense in [0, 1] or perfect sets. If B is dense very little can be said about the point-wise behavior at any point of the domain and if B is a perfect set, the transmission conditions can not be described locally at any point of the interface. A positive aspect of this model is that the aforementioned cases do not become trivial or uninteresting. Additionally, if the set of accumulation points B has null Lebesgue measure the non-localizable interface conditions are not relevant for the global phenomenon. Fortunately, this is the case for very important fractal microstructures e.g., the collection of extremes of the removed intervals in the construction of the Cantor set, the Sierpinski Triangle in 2-D, etc.
Numerical Experiments
In this section we present two types of numerical experiments. The first type are verification examples, supporting our homogenization conclusions for a problem whose asymptotic behavior is known exactly. The second type are of exploratory nature, in order to gain heuristic understanding of the probabilistic variations of the model. The experiments are executed in a MATLAB code using the Finite Element Method (FEM); it is an adaptation of the code fem1d.m [16] .
General Setting
In all the examples to be presented below the following holds. For the sake of simplicity, the microstructure B ⊆ [0, 1] is the collection of extremes of the removed intervals in the construction of the Cantor set. In addition, its σ-finite development {B n : n ≥ 0} is the natural one i.e.,
For the experiments it will be shown that the sequences {p n : n ∈ N} are Cauchy; where n ∈ N indicates de stage of the Cantor set construction. In all the cases, the computations are made for the stages 6, 7, 8, 9.
For each example we present graphics for values of an n-stage chosen from {3, 4, 6, 9}, based on optical neatness; two or three graphs for the solution and the graphs of the corresponding derivative. Also, for visual purposes we introduce vertical lines in the graph of the derivatives, to highlight the fractal structure of the function. For all the examples we set the forcing term F ∈ L 2 (0, 1) equal to zero and he interface forcing term f : B → R, is given by the following expression
The Examples Example 14 (Unscaled Example).
In the first example we implement the model studied in Section 2, in order to verify its conclusions. In particular, it must hold that p n V → 0. We set the storage coefficient β = 1 and the forcing terms F = 0, f defined in (32) above. The convergence table is displayed below, together with the corresponding graphics. We observe convergence as predicted by the theoretical conclusions of Section 2. Stage n = 4 Stage n = 8 
Closing Observations
(i) The authors tried to find, experimentally, a rate of convergence using the well-know estimate
The sampling was made on the sequence of stages 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 . Experiments were run for Examples 14 and 15 however, in none of the cases, solid numerical evidence was detected that could suggest an order of convergence for the phenomenon. In all the cases, convergence behavior was observed as expected. Naturally, the quality of convergence deteriorates depending on the deviation of the distributions and the combination of uncertainty factors introduced in the experiment.
(iii) All the previously mentioned scenarios were also executed in the same code for the case of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on both ends i.e., p n (0) = p n (1) = 0. As expected convergence behavior is observed which is comparable with the corresponding analogous version setting the boundary conditions p n (0) = 0, ∂p n (1) = 0, used along the analysis of this paper.
Conclusions and Final Discussion
The present work yields several accomplishments as well as limitations listed below.
(i) The unscaled storage model presented in Section 2 is in general not adequate, as it excludes most of the important cases of fractals.
(ii) The scaled storage model presented in Section 3 is suitable for an important number of fractal microstructures. However, the asymptotic variational model (27) is equivalent to a pointwise strong model (30) only if the closure of the microstructure cl(B) is negligible i.e., if it has null Lebesgue measure. Such hypothesis excludes important cases e.g. the family of "fat" Cantor sets, see [14] in 1-D or the "fat" versions of the classic fractal structures in 2-D or 3-D, where only the "averaged normal flux" Statement (30d) can be concluded for the accumulation points of the microstructure B .
(iii) In order to overcome the deficiency previously mentioned a first approach would be to take the traditional treatment of solving strong forms in fractal domains (e.g. [11, 13] ) and then try to "blend" it with the point of view presented here. Such analysis is to be pursued in future research.
(iv) The fractal microstructures addressed in this work are self-similar. This requirement is important only for the second model (Section 3) because it scales the storage (25) according to the geometric detail of the structure at every level. In particular, we need an accurate idea of the growth rate of the microstructure B from one level to the next, in order to scale the storage adequately.
(v) The self-similarity requirement for the microstructure B in the introduction of the scaled model excludes the important family of the self-affine fractals; this type of microstructures is a topic for future work.
On the other hand, the unscaled model of Section 2 does not require such detailed knowledge of the microstructure precisely because it avoids scaling, although it is likely to be unsuited for the analysis of self-affine microstructures it may be a good starting point in order to detect the needs of the modeling for this case.
(vi) It is important to observe the relevance of self-similarity versus the fractal dimension in the scaled model. While the self-similarity of the microstructure is the corner stone of the scaling (25) (hence it can not be given up) the model is more flexible with respect to the fractal dimension of B as long as it is not the same of the "host" domain Ω.
(vii) We also stress that the input needed by the present result, in terms of geometric information on the fractal structure, does not have to be as detailed as in the strong forms PDE analysis on fractals.
(viii) The random experiments presented in Example 16, as well as those only mentioned in Subsection 4.3, furnish solid numerical evidence of good behavior for probabilistic versions of the unscaled and the scaled models respectively. Additionally, it is important to handle certain level of uncertainty because, assuming to have a deterministic description of the fractal microstructure is a too strong hypothesis to be applicable in realistic scenarios. In the Authors' opinion, this is justification enough to pursue rigorous analysis of these problems to be addressed in future work.
(ix) In Example 16 uncertainty was introduced in the storage coefficient β, or the forcing term f , however the geometry of the microstructure was never randomized. In several works (e.g. [17, 18] ) the selfsimilarity is replaced by the concept of statistical self-similarity in the sense that scaling of small parts have the same statistical distribution as the whole set. Clearly, this random property is consistent with the scaling of β (25) in Definition 5; consequently, the statistical self-similarity is a future line of research for handling geometric uncertainty of the fractal microstructure B. In particular, the fractal percolation microstructures, are of special interest for real world applications, see [19, 20] .
(x) The execution of all the numerical experiments shows that the code becomes unstable beyond the 9th stage of the Cantor set construction. This suggests that in order to overcome these issues, an adaptation of the FEM method has to be developed, targeted to the microstructure of interest. This aspect is to be analyzed in future research.
(xi) The study of fractal microstructures in 2-D and 3-D are necessary for practical applications and in higher dimensions for theoretical purposes. Given that passing from one dimension to two or more dimensions increases significantly the level of complexity in the microstructure and in the equation, considerable challenges are to be expected in this future line of research.
(xii) Another important analysis to be developed is the study of the models both, scaled and unscaled, in the mixed-mixed variational formulation introduced in [21] . On one hand, this approach allows great flexibility for the underlying spaces of velocity and pressure which can constitute an advantage with respect to the treatment presented here. On the other hand, the mixed-mixed variational formulation allows modeling fluid exchange conditions across the interface of greater generality than (8b), used in the present work; this fact can contribute significantly to the development of the field.
